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THIS  ISLAND LIFE
IT has always struck me as odd that Islanders, no matter where they live, invariably refer to themselves
as going 'down Cowes’ (or 'dain Cays’ according to some of the locals).
What makes it all  the more puzzling is the fact it is geographically impossible for anyone living on the Island to
go 'down’ to Cowes. Anyone wishing to go there has to embark upon journey with an upward trajectory.
This peculiar phraseology has also been a source of bewilderment to Rob Roullier since he moved to the Island
as a ten-year-old in 1962.
He wrote: "We were fortunate enough to own a car (a very old Morris 8) and took frequent trips out and about to
explore our new surroundings.
"Whenever we asked the locals for directions on how to get somewhere, we were always left puzzled by their
replies.
"It was the fact different destinations were prefixed by words other than 'to’ which we found so strange. Where
we came from in the Midlands, you simply went 'to’ a destination — but not on the Island.
"The examples I can recall were going 'into Newport’, 'out to Yarmouth or Freshwater’, 'over to Sandown’,
'through to Shanklin’ and 'around to Seaview or Bembridge.’
"But this all seems to have fallen out of use in recent years. Perhaps the use of GPS has killed off this quaint
custom?"
He also makes another interesting point. The directions he received in those days were always from a starting
point in Ryde but did the prefixes alter if the point of departure was different?
For example, did Freshwater folk talk about going 'out to Ryde’? Did the people of Cowes say they were going
'up to Newport’?
I’d be interested (as would Rob) to know of an explanation for these particular Islandisms.
While we’re on the subject, a couple of people at the book signing I did a couple of weeks ago mentioned the
word 'somewhen’, which they had grown up believing (as did I) was a perfectly acceptable English word.
But one chap I spoke to had been told by a teacher (at Sandown Grammar of all places) never to use it again
'because the word did not exist’.
Well, it certainly exists in Jack Lavers’ Dictionary of Island Dialect and is also included in the Oxford Concise as
an informal word meaning 'at some time’.
Could it be an example of an Island word quietly insinuating itself into mainstream use?

Get your skates on and have a scone …
THE most successful Island sports team for years (if not ever) continues to garner the honours and accolades.
I am referring, of course, to the fabulous Wight Jewels, who have just won the British Junior synchronised
skating championships for the third consecutive time.
They were so superior to the rest of the country they finished with more than 91 points — a staggering 15 ahead
of the second-placed squad, from Nottingham.
Some of the young ladies in the Jewels’ ranks are now four-time British champions, as they were also members
of the successful Wight Diamonds team.
And (as the blessed Jimmy Cricket would say) there’s more.
The club’s juvenile team, the Wight Crystals, won the British title in their category, so the production line down at
Planet Ice just keeps churning out medal-winners.
I make no apology for continuing to highlight this club’s achievements because I have some idea of the amount
of work which needs to be carried out, both on the ice and behind the scenes to maintain this level of success.
This club is doing the Island proud and if you want to show your appreciation (and have a great time as well) get
down to Ryde ice rink and watch their Christmas show, Peter Pan.
It’s on tomorrow (Saturday, 3pm and 6.30pm) and Sunday, 3pm.
By the way, if in the entrance foyer there’s a woman from the supporters’ club selling her home-made scones,
buy some. You won’t regret it.

... and slake your thirst with a Suki Sun Cap
I WAS pounced upon by Island builder Derek Mills in The Pointer Inn, Newchurch, the other evening with news
of another Island drink from years ago which had passed under my particular radar.
It was called Suki Sun Cap and was produced by Tom Beavis on his farm at Princelett.
Derek told me: "It was fresh orange juice in little milk bottles and Tom was turning it out years before the stuff
became healthy and trendy.
"Me and a couple of mates used to help him produce it by flinging some oranges into a press in one of his barns.
"It became very popular for a time and it would be interesting to know if anyone else remembers it." 
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